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RMIN 4600 

Spring 2018 

 

Instructor:  Dr. Jianren Xu  

Office:   BLB 394E 

Phone:   940–565–2192 

E-mail:  Jianren.Xu@unt.edu 

Office hours:  Monday 3:15 – 5:15 PM and By Appointment  

Meetings:  Monday 6:30 – 9:20 PM, BLB 260 

 

Please check out course Blackboard page for announcements, emails, new postings and etc. on a 

regular basis throughout the semester. It is highly recommended that you visit our course page at 

least twice a week. 

 

Please keep in mind that I am here to help you achieve success and I am working to create a 

learning environment that helps you learn more efficiently. I encourage you ask questions and/or 

for help both in and out of class. Please do not hesitate to stop by during my office hours or contact 

me via e-mail whenever you have any concerns, questions or suggestions for the class. 

 

Textbooks and Materials 

1. Risk Management, 2nd Edition, customized textbook from the Institute, ISBN 978-0-

89463-955-5 (required). 

2. Enterprise Risk Management: From Incentives to Controls, 2nd Edition, James Lam, ISBN: 

978-1-118-41361-6 (recommended). 

3. Investment Banks, Hedge Funds, and Private Equity, 3rd Edition, David P. Stowell, ISBN: 

978-0-12-804723-1 (recommended). 

4. Course packet, which includes PowerPoint slides, practice problems, and additional 

reading materials.  

 

Additional Material 

Additional readings, lecture notes, and problem sets will be posted on the course web 

(Blackboard). Students are required to check this site periodically for updates. 

 

Course Description 

This course is an advanced study of risks faced by firms; various methods used to measure and 

manage risks; and the process of making risk management decisions. By the end of the 

semester it is anticipated that the students will have enhanced and further developed specific 

skills necessary for success in future endeavors. These skills and abilities include critical 

thinking, teamwork, communication, and spreadsheet and modeling capabilities. Upon 

completion of the course requirements, students should be able to: 

 
• Identify possible risks in corporate undertaking. 

• Define and describe the risk management process. 

• Perform risk assessment including loss triangles, loss distributions, regression analysis and 
net present value analysis. 
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• Identify and explain major risk control and risk financing techniques. 

• Describe risk financing solutions that utilize capital market. 

• Work in a team to perform risk management evaluation for a real business. 

• Provide risk management solutions for a real business.  

• Enhance their written and verbal communication skills, as well as time management skills. 

 

Teaching Method 

Lectures, case analysis and discussions. Guest speakers from insurance industry will give 

presentations. The interaction with the instructor, guest speakers and fellow students is 

strongly encouraged. 

 

Access to Class on Blackboard 

• You can access the course at https://learn.unt.edu/ 

• Login using your EUID and password under “Course Login” 

• Click “RMIN 4600” from the list of courses 

 

Several classes of this course are administered online via the Blackboard. Please note that 

Blackboard relies heavily on electronic technologies, and technology isn't 100% reliable. 

If an exam is administered online, it is each student’s responsibility to taking 

exams/assessments in a location with a reliable computer and internet connection. 

Sometimes, a problem can be easily solved. However, if problems do occur and persist, 

please contact Student Support staff at helpdesk@unt.edu or give the helpdesk a call at 

(940) 565-2324.  

 

Please note: every Saturday night from 11:00 PM until 2:00 AM CDT Sunday morning, 

Blackboard Learn will be unavailable due to its regular system maintenance. 

 

Professional Conduct 

All students are expected to act professionally in the classroom. Student behavior that 

interferes with an instructor’s ability to conduct a class or other students' opportunity to 

learn is unacceptable and disruptive and will not be tolerated in any instructional forum at 

UNT. Unprofessional or disruptive behaviors may result in the student being 

administratively removed from this class by the instructor at any time during the semester. 

Examples of such behaviors include but are not limited to the following: using digital 

devices including laptops and cell phones, browsing the Internet, text-messaging, chatting, 

arriving late, leaving early, or exiting in the middle of the class. The University's 

expectations for student conduct apply to all instructional forums, including University and 

electronic classroom, labs, discussion groups, field trips, etc. The Code of Student Conduct 

can be found at deanofstudents.unt.edu/conduct. 

 

Topics Covered 

The following topics only serve as a guideline for the course; I will add certain topics not 

covered by the textbook, and possibly skip some topics covered by the textbook.  

 

1. Introduction to Risk Management 

2. Utility Theory  
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3. Risk Identification 

4. Risk Analysis 

5. Risk Control 

6. Risk Financing 

7. Alternative Risk Transfer 

8. Hedge Funds and Private Equity  

 

Grading   

The student’s grade in this course will be determined using the following system: 

 

Exam I  20% 

Exam II 20% 

Homework  15% 

Quizzes 20% 

Risk Management Group Project 20% 

Participation  5% 

Total   100% 

 

The course grade will be assigned based on the course average as follows:  

 

   Average           Grade 

90% - 100%   A 

80% < 90%   B 

70% < 80%   C 

60% < 70%   D 

< 60%    F 

 

 Exams 

                        There will be two exams. Students will be tested on lecture materials, materials 

related to homework, information from any guest speakers and any hand-outs 

distributed either in class or electronically. 

 

Note: You are required to inform me of any schedule conflict at least two weeks 

in advance. A student who misses any of the exams without an excused absence 

prior to an exam will receive a score of zero for that exam. 

 

Do remember to keep all graded assignments and exams returned to you so that any 

discrepancies can be easily and fairly straightened out. Tentative examination dates 

are as follows: 

 

Exam I   Mon., March 5 

Exam II   Mon., April 23 

 

Individual Homework 

There will be several individual homework assignments throughout the course. 

Those homework assignments are designed to practice the knowledge we learn in 
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class and will also help you in exam preparation. Late submission may be accepted 

with a minimum of 25% penalty accessed. Penalties begin immediately after the 

deadline has passed and will increase by 25% each subsequent day. Late submission 

will not be accepted once solution has been posted. 

 

Quizzes 

Several quizzes will be given in class. Quiz questions are directly related to the 

materials contained in the lectures. 

 

Risk Management Group Project 

You should work on this project in teams of four to five students. Your task is to 

conduct a risk management analysis on a company of your choice. The purpose of 

this project is for you to apply the material learned from this subject to an existing 

organization. Each group is required to present the completed project to the class 

during the last week of the semester. The due date for the completed written project 

is April 30, beginning of the class. In preparing for the project, you should assume 

the role of independent risk management consultants hired by the organization you 

are reviewing (you should reflect this on your writing style). The project should 

contain the following sections:  

 

1. Cover page 

2. Table of contents 

3. Executive summary 

4. Introduction  

a. Company overview 

b. Mission statement 

c. Risk management structure (e.g. do they have a risk management 

department? Include an organizational chart that shows the reporting relationship) 

5. Identification and evaluation of risks 

a. Risk assessment: Assess the major risks that the firm is facing and 

discuss the probability and impact of each risk using a risk map 

b. Current strategies: Discuss the current risk management strategies 

for each risk (e.g. what is the company doing now to prevent this risk or reduce its 

impact? Are the current strategies effective in preventing this risk or reducing its 

impact to an acceptable level?)  

c. Recommendations: Make comments or suggestions for 

improvements and support your suggestion with reasons (e.g. what else can the 

company do to prevent the identified risk or reduce its impact?)  

d. Risk register: Create a risk register for identified risks 

6. Retention capacity analysis 

7. Conclusion 

8.         The reference section should list all the sources (including directories of        

web links) you’ve used in preparing your project. Resources for documenting 

sources are available at 

http://writing.colostate.edu/guides/index.cfm?categoryid=11&title=2 

 

http://writing.colostate.edu/guides/index.cfm?categoryid=11&title=2
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Please be precise and clear in your writing. Your analysis should be specific to this 

organization. DO NOT repeat the text or lecture notes. Cite references 

appropriately in the main content whenever applicable. I expect the written project 

to be done in a professional manner. There is no minimum requirement as to the 

length of the project. However, I would expect no more than 30 pages (double-

spaced).   

 

In order to make sure you are making reasonable progress in your assignment, there 

are a couple of deadlines you have to keep in mind.  

▪ You should form your group by Feb. 18. The completed project is worth about 

20% of your final grade. You will want to select your group members carefully. 

Part of successfully completing this project is learning to work effectively 

within a group of people. To help ensure the success of your group, you must 

first outline the expectations of your group members. You should also have 

decided which organization on which you want to perform the analysis by Feb. 

18. The submission (via e-mail) should include the company name and identify 

the resources (i.e. contact person at this company) and/or the methods 

information/data have already been identified for this company. Therefore, as a 

group, send me an e-mail before 11:59pm on Feb. 18 (and copy this e-mail to 

everyone in the group) with the subject line “RMIN 4600: Group Expectations 

and Company Name”. The e-mail should contain the following information:  

✓ Names, e-mail addresses, and telephone numbers of all group members 

✓ A designated contact person for the group. (i.e. One person I can contact if 

I need to deliver a message to your group. That person will be responsible 

for relaying the message to the rest of the group.) 

✓ A list of expectations for the group members. Examples of issues to consider 

include meeting times, meeting frequency and initial 

responsibilities/division of labor of your group members. Feel free to add 

other issues. 

✓ The company you are researching on. Access to company information 

should be an important factor in your choice of companies. I’ll deduct 5% 

of your project grade (the written component) if you change your targeted 

company at later date so make sure you have done some research on this 

company before making your decision.  

▪ Prepare a progress report of your project and send it to me via e-mail by 

11:59pm on March 25. This report should describe what has been done and 

what remains to be completed. The report should mention the contribution by 

each group member thus far as well as each individual’s responsibility for the 

rest of the project. By this time you should have finished risk identification and 

evaluation, and started your research on risk management strategies. Include 

the complete list of risks you have identified, among other things, in your 

submission. In the subject line of your e-mail submission, enter “RMIN 4600: 

Company Name: Progress Report.” 

▪ The completed project is due at 6:30pm on April 30. You are required to 

submit the completed project in electronic format AND in hard copy. In your 
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e-mail submission enter “RMIN 4600: Company Name: completed project” in 

the subject line. 

▪ As an individual, everyone is required to evaluate the contribution of each group 

member in your group. Assign the percentage of contribution toward the 

finished project by each group member and submit the evaluation form before 

4:00pm on May 1 (the peer evaluation form can be found on Blackboard). You 

can submit the completed form to me electronically via e-mail. Adjustments 

may be made to an individual's grade based, in part, on this evaluation.  

 

All e-mail sent to me should also be copied to everyone in the group. I will respond 

to your progress reports with comments and suggestions. Failure to meet any of 

the above deadlines or requirements will result in a reduced grade. 

 

Attendance and Class Participation  

Although this class will be primarily of a lecture format, quality discussions and 

questions will create a better learning environment for all. Class attendance is 

strongly advised. Your degree of regular attendance and active participation in class 

discussion will decide 5% of your grade. Each student is permitted one absence for 

any reason. Each additional absence will reduce your grade by 1%. Any significant 

tardy arrival to or early departure from class will be figured as half an absence. 

Attendance is mandatory on days of student presentation and when a guest speaker 

is scheduled, except excused by the instructor in advance. Active participation in 

class discussion will increase your grade. Exceptional classroom participation will 

result in a 1.5% extra credit to your final grade.  

 

Extra Credit 

Occasionally extra credit opportunities may be offered to the entire class. This 

usually relates to your attendance at events where guest speakers are on campus 

and at Gamma Iota Sigma (GIS) meetings. You are strongly encouraged to become 

a GIS member and participate in GIS sponsored events. For each qualified event 

you attend, you earn 0.5% extra credit. A maximum of 2% from attendance may be 

earned. I will announce in class ahead of time of such opportunities.  

 

Disability Accommodation  

The University of North Texas is on record as being committed to both the spirit and letter 

of federal equal opportunity legislation; reference Public Law 92-112 – The Rehabilitation 

Act of 1973 as amended. With the passage of new federal legislation entitled Americans 

with Disabilities Act (ADA), pursuant to section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act, there is 

renewed focus on providing this population with the same opportunities enjoyed by all 

citizens.  

 

As a faculty member, I am required by law to provide "reasonable accommodations" to 

students with disabilities, so as not to discriminate on the basis of that disability. Student 

responsibility primarily rests with informing faculty of their need for accommodation and 

in providing authorized documentation through designated administrative channels. 

Information regarding specific diagnostic criteria and policies for obtaining academic 
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accommodations can be found at http://www.unt.edu/oda/apply/index.html. Also, you may 

visit the Office of Disability Accommodation in the University Union (room 321) or call 

them at (940) 565-4323.  

 

If you need an accommodation, please contact me promptly, at the latest by the second 

week of class to ensure proper accommodation is provided in a timely manner.  

 

Special Note about Blackboard  

Learn Blackboard Learn is committed to making certain that online courses are open and 

accessible to people with disabilities. As a result, Blackboard Learn complies with Section 

508 of the United States Rehabilitation Act of 1973, enabling people with disabilities and 

those using assistive technologies, such as screen readers, to fully use the software.  

 

Academic Dishonesty  

Academic dishonesty is defined in the UNT Policy on Student Standards for Academic 

Integrity. Any suspected case of Academic Dishonestly will be handled in accordance with 

the University policy and procedures. Possible academic penalties include a grade of “F” 

in the course. You will find the policy and procedures at http://vpaa.unt.edu/academic-

integrity.htm  

 

If I suspect that you have engaged in academic dishonesty, I will deal with the situation as 

outlined in the University Policy shown above. You will be allowed to remain in the class 

during the entire time that the academic misconduct accusation is being investigated, 

adjudicated, and appealed. As noted above, the maximum academic penalty that can be 

assessed by an instructor is an F in the course. However, university officials use the 

academic misconduct information to decide if other misconduct sanctions are then to be 

applied, and the student has separate rights to appeal those decisions, remaining in the class 

until all appeals are exhausted.  

 

You will be asked to agree to an ethics statement that outlines the ethical principles you 

are expected to adhere to in this course. The ethics statement will be made available to you 

on our course homepage.  

 

Student Perceptions of Teaching (SPOT)  

Student feedback is important and an essential part of participation in this course. The 

student evaluation of instruction is a requirement for all organized classes at UNT. The 

survey will be made available during weeks 13 and 14 of the long semesters to provide 

students with an opportunity to evaluate how this course is taught. Students will receive an 

email from "UNT SPOT Course Evaluations via IASystem Notification" (no-

reply@iasystem.org) with the survey link. Students should look for the email in their UNT 

email inbox. Simply click on the link and complete the survey. Once students complete the 

survey they will receive a confirmation email that the survey has been submitted. For 

additional information, please visit the spot website at www.spot.unt.edu or email 

spot@unt.edu. 

 

 

http://vpaa.unt.edu/academic-integrity.htm
http://vpaa.unt.edu/academic-integrity.htm
mailto:no-reply@iasystem.org
mailto:no-reply@iasystem.org
http://www.spot.unt.edu/
mailto:spot@unt.edu
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Eagle Connect Account  

All students should activate and regularly check their EagleConnect (e-mail) account. 

EagleConnect is used for official communication from the University to students. Many 

important announcements for the University and College are sent to students via 

EagleConnect. For information about EagleConnect, including how to activate an account 

and how to have EagleConnect forwarded to another e-mail address, visit 

https://eagleconnect.unt.edu/ 

 

Emergency Notification and Procedures  

UNT uses a system called Eagle Alert to quickly notify students with critical information 

in the event of an emergency (i.e., severe weather, campus closing, and health and public 

safety emergencies like chemical spills, fires, or violence). In the event of a university 

closure, please refer to Blackboard for contingency plans for covering course materials. 

 

 

 


